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Abstract—Load forecasting is usually made by constructing models on relative information, such as climate and previous load demand data. In 2001 EUNITE network organized a competition
aiming at mid-term load forecasting (predicting daily maximum
load of the next 31 days). During the competition we proposed
a support vector machine (SVM) model, which was the winning
entry, to solve the problem. In this paper, we discuss in detail
how SVM, a new learning technique, is successfully applied to
load forecasting. In addition, motivated by the competition results
and the approaches by other participants, more experiments and
deeper analyses are conducted and presented here. Some important conclusions from the results are that temperature (or other
types of climate information) might not be useful in such a midterm load forecasting problem and that the introduction of timeseries concept may improve the forecasting.
Index Terms— Load forecasting, Regression, Support vector
machines, Time series.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Electricity load forecasting has always been an important issue in the power industry. Load forecasting is usually made
by constructing models on relative information, such as climate
and previous load demand data. Such forecast is usually aimed
at short-term prediction (e.g. [10], [18], [12] and references
therein), like one-day ahead prediction, since longer period prediction (mid-term or long term) may not be reliant due to error
propagation. Mid-term and long-term prediction on load demand, however, may still be very useful in some situations.
In 2001, EUNITE network organized a competition on the
similar problem. The goal is to predict daily load demand of a
month. Given information includes the past two-year load demand data, the previous four-year daily temperature and the local holiday events. Dealing with such a mid-term forecast problem, reliant prediction and error propagation are both competitors’ concern. During the competition, we proposed a model,
which was the winning entry, to solve the problem. Though
the competition has been closed, we find this topic interesting
and useful. Moreover, we would like to figure out the performance of mid-term load forecasting with such limited information. In this paper, therefore, we present our approach and
discuss more on this problem. The main technique used in our
solution is support vector machine (SVM) [8], a new machine
learning method. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work to successfully apply SVM on load forecasting. Some important conclusions from our experiments are that, temperature
should not be considered and the time-series modeling scheme
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is better. For the prediction of a 30-day period during which the
temperature does not vary much, trying to predict the temperature and incorporate it into the model is not useful.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe
the goal of the competition task and the data provided. In addition, the analysis of data is also presented. Section III demonstrates the techniques we employed. Experiments and results of
different models are showed in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion of our research and the comparison with other competitors
are in Section V.
II. DATA

AND

TASK D ESCRIPTION

A. Competition Task Description
The organizer of the EUNITE load competition provides
competitors the following data:
Electricity load demand recorded every half hour, from
1997 to 1998.
Average daily temperature, from 1995 to 1998.
Dates of holidays, from 1997 to 1999.
The task of competitors is to supply the prediction of maximum daily values of electrical loads for January 1999. Evaluation of submissions would mainly depend on the error metric
of the results:





   







MAPE
(1)

   
and ! are the real and the predicted value of maxwhere
imum daily electrical load on the " th day of the year 1999 respectively, and  is the number of days in January 1999. The
goal of the competition is to forecast electrical load with minimum MAPE. #
B. Data Analysis

Before delving further into the solution we proposed, some
observations about the data are examined first. Like many other
literatures working on load forecasting, some relations between
load demand and other information, such as climate or local
events, are also investigated. The following observations are
somehow specific to the competition, yet they can be applied to
general load forecasting.
1) Properties of Load Demand: Load demand data given
are half-hour recorded. Figure 1 gives a simple description of
the maximum daily load demand from 1997 to 1998. By simple
analysis, one can easily observe some properties of the load
demand. First, the demand has some seasonal patterns: high
demand for electricity in the winter while low demand in the
summer. This pattern implies the relation between electricity
usage and weather conditions in different seasons.
Moreover, if scrutinizing the data further, another load pattern could also be observed: a load periodicity exists in every
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Originally in the competition there are two error metrics used. One is
MAPE, and the other one, finally not really used, is the “maximal error”:
Maximal error
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Fig. 1. Maximum Daily Load

3) Holiday Effects: Local events, including holidays and
festivities, also affect the load demand. These events may lead
to higher demand for extra usage of electricity, or otherwise.
Influences of these events are usually local and highly depend
on the customs of the area. From the two-year load data, it is
easy to find out that the load usually lowers down on holidays.
With further scrutiny, the load also depends on what holiday it
is. On some major holidays such as Christmas or New Year,
the demand for electricity may be affected more compared with
other holidays.
III. M ETHODS

week. Load demand in weekend is usually lower than that of
weekdays (Monday through Friday). In addition, electricity demand on Saturday is a little higher than that on Sunday.
Further detailed examination of load data, such as daily patterns, can also be found since the dataset contains more details
(half-hour recorded). However, since the aim of the competition is maximum values of daily load demand, this paper would,
without loss of generosity, focus on the maximum values only.
2) Climate Influence: In load forecasting, climate conditions have always played an important role. Previous works
on short-term load forecasting [10], [18], [12] also indicate
the relation between climate and load demand. Climate conditions considered may include temperature, humidity, illumination, and some special events like typhoon or sleet occurrences.
These considerations may be regarded on different levels due to
different localities. However, while forecasting load demand,
more climate information usually give predictions more confidence.
Taking our data for example, as we mentioned earlier, the
load data have some seasonal variation, which indicates a great
influence of climate conditions. A negative correlation between
load demand and daily temperature can be easily observed in
Figure 2. The correlation coefficient between the maximum
load and the temperature is -0.868. In our dataset, it is clear to
see that because of the heating use, higher temperature causes
lower demands. Yet, unfortunately the only climate information
provided in the competition is daily temperature. Such information limitation also affects solutions to such a problem.
There is another interesting observation: the temperature at
December 31st, 1998 is the lowest from 1997 to 1998. This
might imply the high uncertainty of the temperature and load of
the incoming January 1999, and thus increase the difficulty of
the load prediction.
900
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Support vector machine (SVM) is a new and promising technique for data classification and regression [23]. In this section
we briefly introduce support vector regression (SVR) which can
be used for time series prediction. Given training data
,
...,
, where
are input vectors and
are the associated output value of , the support vector regression solves an
optimization problem:
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Fig. 2. Correlation between the maximum load and the temperature
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where is mapped to a higher dimensional space by the function ,
is the upper training error ( is the lower) subject to
the -insensitive tube
. The parameters
which control the regression quality are the cost of error , the
width of the tube , and the mapping function .
The constraints of (2) imply that we would like to put most
data in the tube
. This can be clearly
seen from Figure 3. If
is not in the tube, there is an error
or
which we would like to minimize in the objective function. SVR avoids underfitting and overfitting the training data
by minimizing the training error
as well as
the regularization term
. For traditional least-square regression is always zero and data are not mapped into higher
dimensional spaces. Hence SVR is a more general and flexible treatment on regression problems. For experiments in this
paper, we use the software LIBSVM [6], which is a library for
support vector machines.
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Though the competition has been closed, the problem still
presents an interesting issue in load forecasting. In order to
study mid-term load forecasting more, we conducted some experiments on the competition problem. In this section, these
experiments and results would be described.
A. Data Preparation
In Section III, we have described the SVM technique. We
next need to prepare datasets to build SVM models. While
preparing the datasets, we need to encode useful information
into the data entries (i.e.
in (2)). Also, different data encodings affect the selection of modeling schemes. Here we will
discuss these issues in detail.
1) Feature selection: Each component of the training data
is called a feature (attribute). Here, we consider what kind of
information should be included. Assuming that is the load of
the th day, in general we incorporate information at the same
day or earlier as features of . There are a few choices for the
feature:
Basic information: calendar attributes. In Section II-B,
we discuss the weekly periodicity of the load demand. Also,
as we pointed out earlier, the load demand on holidays is lower
than that on non-holidays. Therefore, encoding these information (weekdays and holidays) in the training entries might be
useful to model the problem. Actually, among literatures of
load forecasting, many works (e.g. [12] and [21]) have used the
calendar information (time, dates or holidays) to model the load
forecasting problem.
Temperature. Another possible feature is the temperature
data. This is quite a straightforward choice, since load demand
and temperature have a causal relation in between. In most
short-term load forecasting (STLF) works, meteorological information which includes temperature, wind speed, sky cover
and etc., has also been used to predict the load demand. However, to include the temperature in the training entries, there is
one difficulty: in this competition, the real temperature data of
January 1999 are not provided. In other words, for such midterm load forecasting, temperature several weeks away are generally not available by weather forecasting. If we want to encode the temperature in our training entries, we will also need
to predict or estimate the temperature of January 1999. Yet,
temperature forecast is not easy, especially with such limited
data. The use of temperature, therefore, would be a dilemma.
Time series style or not. Besides the weekdays, holidays
and temperature, there is another information we consider to
encode as the attributes: the past load demand. That is to introduce the concept of time-series into our models. To be more
precise, if
is the target value for prediction, the vector
includes several previous target values
as attributes. In the training phase all
are known but for future
prediction,
can be values from previous predictions. For example, after obtaining an approximate load of January 1, 1999, if
, it is used with loads of December
26-31, 1998 for predicting that of January 2. We continue this
way until finding an approximate load of January 31. An earlier example using SVR for time series prediction is [17]. As
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we know, the past load demand could affect and imply the future load demand. Therefore, considering to include such an
information in the models might help forecast the load demand.
In fact, in some load forecasting works, time series models have
been explored ([1], [18]).
2) Data segmentation: Besides the features choices, Section II-B also shows the seasonal pattern for load demand. Previous works [10], [18], [21] on load forecasting also propose
models built on data of different seasons. This inspires us to do
some analyses for the data segmentation.
Usually people model time-series data by using the formulation,

wv AB t D <x0y  q jiii[+k<
C
u
t
D

where B t  A C t  =C t  o jii[i C t 0p , and q is the embedding dimension. However, this formulation is not suitable for nonstationary time series, because the characteristic of the time series may change with time. For such time series which alternate
in time, we can consider a mixture model where

D
Cut wv Fz tF{ AFB t  x|y  q i[ii=k<i
Note that the formulation allows different characteristic functions in different time. Given
the series Ct}=y ~ jiijiE+k , the
D
task is to identify all "}A y . We call this unsupervised segmentation where earlier work can be found in, for example, [19].
In other words, the method breaks the series into different segments where points in the same segment can be modeled by the
same . Recently, [7] states a similar framework using SVR
with different parameters tuning. At any time point , these
methods consider different weights representing the probability
that belongs to corresponding functions. The sum of weight
at any given time point is always fixed to one. The weights
are iteratively updated until one weight is close to one but others are close to zero. That means eventually is associated to
one particular time series.
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Fig. 4. Unsupervise segmentation for EUNITE data
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Now, we can consider the loads as a time series. First we
linearly scale all load data to
. Then we can get time series
style data by incorporating load of last seven days and weekday
information to attributes. After that we follow the framework
of [7] to analyze the data. We consider two possible time series
so at each time point there are two weights. The experimental
result is in Figure 4. The x-axis indicates days from January
1997 to December 1998 and the y-axis indicates the weights
of two time series. Interestingly, “winter” and “summer” data
are automatic separated without any seasonal information. The
figure shows that the loads in the summer and in the winter have
different characteristics.
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Unsupervised data segmentation has been very useful for
time series prediction (e.g. [19]). If the training data are associated with different time series, it is better to consider only data
segments related to the same series of the last segment. Now
the objective of the competition is to predict the load demand
of January 1999, so we consider to use only the winter segment
for training. Here, we choose January to March, and October
to December to be our “winter” period, as the analytical result
indicates. That is, the “winter” dataset would contain half of the
data in 1997 and 1998. Also, we further extract data of January
and February to form another possible training dataset. This
dataset is much smaller than the “winter” one, and it would focus more on the load pattern in the period of our target concern.
3) Data Representation: After selecting useful information
and proper data segments for encoding, we can prepare several
combinations of training datasets. In these datasets, we encode
a training entry (i.e.
in (2)) for the particular th day, as
follows:

B

"

(calendar, temperature (optional), past load (optional))
Here we use seven binaries to encode calendar information
which includes weekdays, weekends and holidays, where six
are for weekdays and weekends, and the other one for holidays.
The six binaries stand for Monday to Saturday respectively and
Sunday is represented as all six attributes are set to zero. Also,
one numerical attribute is used for normalized temperature data,
if the temperature is encoded. As for the past load, if encoded,
we use seven numerics for the past seven daily maximum loads.
The reason for using “seven” instead of other numbers is the
complexity of model selection. We will elaborate more on this
later. And finally, for such an entry, its target value ( in (2)) is
assigned to the maximum load demand of the th day.
Yet, for the models built with temperature information, the
lack of temperature of January 1999 will pose a problem in the
predicting phase. As we mentioned before, this may lead us
to the prediction or estimation of the temperature in 1999 and
that will be a more difficult problem, especially with only daily
temperature of the past four years (1995-1998). A straightforward idea is to use the average of the past temperature data for
the estimation. That is, the temperature of each day in January
1999 is estimated by averaging the past January daily temperature data (from 1995 to 1998). Competitors like [9], [5] and
[13] used the averaged temperature in their models. Also [14]
uses temperature of the other cities close to Slovakia for the
estimation. In their report, the temperature for January 1999
was calculated through a linear combination of that of the other
three cities. This is a kind of cheating as we are supposed to
do the prediction at December 31, 1998 so temperature information of January, 1999 at any place is not available. For experiments here, these two estimations for temperature will be
employed in the predicting phase, provided the temperature is
encoded in our training datasets.
There is one remark about the testing data of January 1999.
In this period, there are two holidays, January 1 and 6. However, in the data entries prepared for the prediction, we remove
the holiday flag of these two entries. In other words, we treat
them as non-holidays. The reason is that our models cannot
learn well about the load demand on holidays. The number
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TABLE IV.1
MAPE USING DIFFERENT DATA

PREPARATION

(seg., TS style) W/out TW/ avg. TW/ 3c TW/ real T
(Winter, yes)
1.95% 3.14% 2.71% 2.70%
(Jan-Feb, yes) 2.54% 3.21% 2.93% 2.96%
(Winter, no)
2.86% 3.48% 2.97% 3.10%

of holidays in the training data are too few to provide enough
information. Moreover, for the time-series-based approach, inaccurate prediction at one day could affect the succeeding forecasting.
B. Implementation and Results
With different schemes of model construction, a series of experiments are conducted. MAPEs of different model schemes
are the main concern of our comparison.
Upon the datasets we prepare, SVM models are built for load
forecasting. When training an SVM model, there are some parameters to choose. They would influence the performance of
an SVM model. Therefore, in order to get a “good” model,
these parameters need to be selected properly. Some important
ones are
1) cost of error ,
2) the width of the -insensitive tube,
3) the mapping function , and
4) load of how many previous days included for one training
data.
In our experiments, as we mentioned earlier, for each training data we simply include the maximum load of the previous
seven days. In addition, we consider only the Radial Basis
Function (RBF) function, which is one of the most commonly
used mapping functions. The RBF function has the property
that
. Note that is a parameter
associated with the RBF function which has to be tuned. Also,
which is the default of LIBSVM [6]. Thus, pawe fix
rameters left are and . Choosing parameters can be time
consuming so in practice we decide some of them by using
knowledge or simply guessing. Then, the search space is reduced.
As searching for the proper parameters, we need to access
the performance of models. With their performance, then the
suitable parameters are chosen. To do this, usually we divide
the training data into two sets. One of them is used to train
a model while the other, called the validation set, is used for
evaluating the model. According to their performance on the
validation set, we try to infer the proper values of
and .
Here, due to the different characteristics of the data encoding
schemes, we employ two procedures for the validation.
For time-series-based approaches, we respectively extract the
data entries of January 1997 and 1998 to form the validation set
and evaluate the models on them. The performance is decided
by averaging the errors of these two validations. As for the nontime-series models, we simply conduct 10-fold cross validation
to infer the parameters. That is, we randomly divide the training
sets into 10 sets. Using each set as a validation set, we then train
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During the competition, our validation procedure is different from what we
employ in this paper. Thus, the actual parameters that generate the winning
entry is not the same as those we present here. However, the modeling scheme
is the same.

be really sensitive to the temperature and thus the estimation for
the temperature in 1999 would surely affect the performance of
the models.
In Figure 5, the real temperature data and the two estimations
are shown. Figures 6-8 plot the predicted values as well as the
real load demand of January 1999. Observing these figures, we
can find that the higher the temperature is, indeed, the lower the
demand is. That is, the models we build do catch the causal
relation between the load demand and the temperature. Nevertheless, using real temperature cannot predict the load demand
more precisely than using the estimation coming from the data
of the three other cities. This result somehow implies the inappropriateness of incorporation of the temperature. In fact, as
we compute the correlation coefficient between the maximum
load and the temperature for each month instead of the whole
two year, we find they are variant (ranging from -0.64 to 0.32).
This also indicates the fuzzy correlation between the load and
the temperature in a shorter period.
real and estimate temperature of JAN. 1999
2

0

-2

-4

T

a model on the rest. The performance of a model would be the
average of the 10 validating predictions.
With this procedure, proper and are selected to build a
model for the future prediction. We then evaluate its performance by forecasting the load demand for January 1999.
Now we are ready to present experimental results. Table IV.1
shows the prediction errors generated by different data encodings and segmentations. In the table, the first column shows the
data segments used and if the past load demand is encoded.
Then the next four columns indicate the predictions with or
without the temperature (T): “avg. T” for average temperature,
“3c T” for the estimation derived from the three other cities’
data, and “real T” for the real temperature of the January, 1999.
1) Time-series Models with Winter Data: In Table IV.1, it
can be observed that using the “winter” data along with the past
loads (time-series information), the model built without temperature outperforms all others. In fact, the winning entry in
the competition is generated by such a model . The MAPE
using the temperature of three other cities is smaller than that
using the average temperature. Moreover, after the competition
is closed, we get the real temperature data of January 1999. We
employ the temperature-incorporated models on datasets with
the real temperature. The result is shown in the last column
of Table IV.1. Its performance, compared with those two using different temperature estimations, is not better. That means,
even assuming the real temperature is known, the forecasting
result is still not satisfactory.
2) Time-series Models with Jan-Feb Data: With the training set containing only data of January and February, the model
built without temperature also performs better than all others
built with temperature. This is the same as using the “winter”
data segment. Again, the prediction error with temperature estimation coming from the other three cities’ data is smaller than
that with the other estimation or even that with the real temperature.
3) Non-time-series Models with Winter Data: Besides timeseries-based approaches, we build models without taking the
past load demand as attributes. The training set of these models is limited to the “winter” segment. In Table IV.1, we show
the test errors of the forecast with or without temperature information. Just like the aforementioned experimental results,
the MAPE of prediction on the dataset without temperature is
better than that with. Actually as one can see in Figure 8, the
forecast generated by the model using only calendar attributes
is the same weekly. That is because besides the calendar attributes, the dataset does not provide any other information for
the model. Using the temperature estimation derived from linear combination of the three cities’ temperature data is again
better than using the real temperature or the average estimation.
4) Remarks: From the results, an interesting observation
can be made: models built without the temperature generally
perform better than those built with. This renders the issue
about the usage of temperature information. As we mentioned
earlier, temperature information is important for load forecasting. However, models constructed with such information may
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Fig. 5. Estimates and real temperature in Jan. 1999

Models built on data segments of January and February perform not as well as those built on the “winter” segments. We
think the main reason is that, with the limited data given (only
two years), such data segments cannot provide enough information for models compared with the “winter” segments that contains more entries. Therefore, though dataset containing data
only from January and February may represent the period of
the prediction better, due to the limited data, models built on
such segments are somehow not as competitive as those built
with more information.
For comparison, models without time-series information are
also built. The performance of such models is less competitive.
This shows that models built without the past loads may not be
able to learn the tendency of the load demand. Moreover, if the
temperature is used to built the model, it would be the main attribute that affects the predicted values. Due to the limited data
and the fuzzy correlation between the temperature and the load
demand, such incorporation of temperature information could
introduce higher variance into the model and result in unreliable prediction. That is why even using the real temperature,
the error is higher than that of using only calendar information.
Recall that the temperature of last day in 1998 is the lowest of
the whole dataset, but the load is not extremely high. Moreover,
the correlation coefficient between the load and the temperature
in December 1998 is 0.092. Therefore, we suspect the behavior
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of the load demand in January 1999 and in the end of December 1998 is abnormal. But despite the possible abnormality,
with the time-series information, the model could at least catch
the load tendency, and thus give reasonable predictions following the trend of December 1998. That is why the load demand
predicted by time-series-based models is generally lower than
that predicted by non-time-series-based ones.
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Fig. 8. Estimates and real electricity load in Jan. 1999, with non-time-series
model
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Fig. 6. Estimates and real electricity load in Jan. 1999, with “winter” data
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Fig. 7. Estimates and real electricity load in Jan. 1999, with January-February
data

V. D ISCUSSIONS AND C ONCLUSIONS
A. Comparisons
In the competition, many groups have proposed different
methods to solve the problem. Model schemes also differ
among them.
First, the data segments used for training are different among
the competitors. In our method, we select half year, i.e. the
winter segment, as our training base. Some competitors like [9],
[15], [20] and [4], also select particular segments rather than the
whole two-year data. [9] even uses only January and February
as such a choice could focus on the target period. Comparing all
these competition entries, we find the selection of data segments
may improve performance of models, since the load demand
appears to have different distribution in different seasons. On
the other hand, including the whole two-year data, though with
more information, could generate noise for the trained models.
As for choosing the features for models, the causal relation
between temperature and load demand is most used. Many

competitors use the temperature, along with some other information, to build causal models while some also incorporate
with time-series analysis (e.g. [20], [22] and [3]). For the
causal models, most competitors use neural networks ([15], [5],
[25] and [13]). Others use adaptive logic network ([9]), fuzzy
rule-based models ([24]), self-organizing maps combined with
ARIMA models ([11]), clustering ([2]), and etc. However, the
use of causal relation between temperature and load demand,
although straightforward, might need further consideration. Because, as we pointed out earlier, the temperature of January
1999 is not given during the competition, adopting temperature
information in models would need future weather forecast.
In fact, some competitors do try to predict or infer the
weather condition of January 1999 ([16], [15] and [14]), yet,
with the limited data, forecasting the temperature may even be
a more difficult problem. Without good forecast for the temperature, the model might end up with imprecise prediction, even
though it may perform well in the training phase,
Holiday is another issue. For most competitors, load forecasting on holidays is not easy to handle. The difficulty is
that the historical load data on holidays is not enough, and thus
make the behavior of load demand on these special days hard to
model. In our works, we do include holiday information in the
training phase. However, while predicting the load in 1999, we
remove the holiday flags on January 1 and 6. Other competitors
treat some holidays as Saturday or Sunday ([15], [9]), build another model for holidays ([5]), or manually adjust the predicted
result ([20]).
B. Conclusion
Among these different proposed solutions, we find that
choosing appropriate data segments seems to enhance the
model performance. Furthermore, models built with temperature information require the estimation of the future temperature, which is very difficult and may lead to inaccurate prediction. In other words, including unprecise information causes
higher variance on prediction so a conservative approach using only available correct information is recommended for such
mid-term load forecasting. As the experimental results show,
the introduction of the time-series attributes also gives models
better information to forecast load demand more precisely. Actually, these considerations are what we were upon to propose

the time-series based, winter-data only, without temperature information, model which generated the winning entry.
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